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Cold Fusion
• Most chemical reactions

(e.g. burning of
gasoline) give out ~ 100 MJ/kg.

•

At the atomic level, this implies about
10 electron-volts/atom: e.g.

• C+O2→CO2+~5eV
• Electron volt is a unit of energy:
• an electron in a TV tube has an energy of
~ 30 KeV

• an atom in a gas has an energy of about
1/40 eV

Nuclear Energy

Problem
• there is a very large

• Nuclear reactions give out millions of
eV/nucleus: e.g
•

Deuterium + Tritium →neutron +Helium

repulsive force between
nuclei, until distances
become very small

• ~ 10-15 m or 1

femtometre, 1 fm

• Fusion won’t happen
until we can get over
the barrier

Ways Out:
• Stars: use lots of pressure
• → high temp 15 million °C
• Average energy of protons

•

Hydrogen bomb: heat small amount of
gas up to ~10 billion °C for a very short
time, by imploding layer.

~ 100 KeV,

so some will fuse.

• Magnetic bottle or Tokomak

• Laser implosion:

• confines very hot gas with magnetic

• essentially bomb with lasers used to replace explosive.

fields, for long enough.

• None of the methods work satisfactorily

• SO wouldn’t it be nice if we could fuse atoms in
an ordinary lab.

• Cold fusion discovered in March 1989 by
Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann:
(university of Utah)

• Two essential tricks:
• Electrolysis separates
water into oxygen and
hydrogen

• confirmed by Steve Jones (Brigham Young
University) shortly afterwards

• Palladium
absorbs
hydrogen

• So the trick is to electrolyse heavy water with
Pd electrodes

• deuterium gets trapped

• When electric current is stopped, electrodes
continue to release heat: up to 100 W.

• Helium is found in residual gas.
• Only possible interpretation is
• Deuteron + Deuteron → Helium + energy

Why does it work?
• Doesn’t occur in stars:
• instead

would expect

• deuterium atoms in heavy hydrogen will
fuse together

• just slowly!
• rate is R~10-80 s-1

• (meaning that in our galaxy, it’s
SO would expect to get lots of neutrons and
lots of tritium as well

Why does it work?
Lots of reasons:

• Obviously what the Pd lattice does is to

compress the deuterons together to
allow the process to run much faster rate

• R~ 109 s-1
• Pressure in Pd can be calculated at 1026
atmospheres (Centre of sun is 109
atmos)

happened once since the Big Bang!)

• Electron screening: forces
between nuclei is reduced by
intermediate electrons
allowing them to come closer
together
Many body
eﬀects
(sometimes a
billion electrons
do not behave
like a billion
times one
electron: e.g. in
superconductors

The sad truth

• “It is no longer possible to lightly dismiss the
reality of cold fusion” Julian Schwinger (Nobel
laureate)

• Why is the scientific establishment suppressing
the most exciting scientific discoveries of the
20th century?

• Could it be that it is being done by the oil
companies?!?!?!?!?

Success or failure of the
scientific method?
• A resounding success.
• A very provocative and exciting idea

caused hundreds of people (including
me!) to drop everything to investigate it.

• The cumulative work showed that there

is NO appreciable effect: it probably cost
M$10 to show this.

• If it had been real, we’d be talking T$10/
year!

• Not nearly enough neutrons are seen (if
any!)

• Tritium shows up as a contaminant

almost everywhere (and the quantities
are tiny)

• The energy released (if it is real) is

probably just caused by distortion of the
lattice of atoms

So anywhere else we can
go?

• How about the zero-point energy
of the vacuum?

• Empty space has some energy

due to creation and annihilation
of virtual particles

• Casimir effect is observable

consequence: attractive force
between two plates in vacuum

• So we should be able to
remove energy from
empty space

Unfortunately
• We can figure out

•

the total quantum
energy contained in
(e.g) this room

• roughly 1 nJ (billion
of a Joule).

One more idea

Unfortunately

1.Suppose anti-matter has
negative mass.

• This just proves antimatter has to fall

2.Then an anti-proton
would fall upwards (!)

• (and it does!)

3.creating more protons
(E=mc2)
4.which would fall
downwards
5.creating anti-protons ...
6.go to 2.

downwards

Unfortunately
• This just proves antimatter has to fall
downwards

• (and it does!)

